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the downloader is now activated when the torrent is done. it copies the.torrent file then the.torrent.d folder and it just did its thing. the python code is also removed from the downloader in favour of the qt ones. the qt code can be found on this page. the activation of the downloader is now in the frontend so you should never have to run it. v4.3.3 was released. a recent security issue has been discovered for the windows gui. the poc was posted to the mailing list and we've fixed it shortly. we are currently not releasing any other versions. qbittorrent
4.4.6 was released. macos: the macos version is not well supported, because we don't have active macos developers/contributors. the project is in need of macos developers. if you are a macos developer willing to help, just go to our bug tracker for a list of macos related issues. or try to fix bugs that you yourself have discovered and annoy you. qbittorrent 4.4.7 was released. mingw: the windows version is not well supported. there are no active developers of the windows port. we also don't have active windows packagers. if you are a windows

developer willing to help, just go to our bug tracker for a list of windows related issues. or try to fix bugs that you yourself have discovered and annoy you. qbittorrent 4.4.8 was released. mingw: the windows version is not well supported. there are no active developers of the windows port. we also don't have active windows packagers. if you are a windows developer willing to help, just go to our bug tracker for a list of windows related issues. or try to fix bugs that you yourself have discovered and annoy you.
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the release announcement of v4.5.1rc_01087b2fad on the blog post you were redirected to has been removed. this is because this version is much less likely to have regressions. mac osx: the qt6 version was downloaded almost half a million times from the mac app store. it is
now finally available for the mac app store. known issues: use the version from the release post. the release post has been removed. the version from the release post has failed to start at least one time on macos 10.15 catalina. we have reported the issue upstream but

haven't seen any fix yet. qbittorrent v4.4.5 is now released. macos: the qt6 version was downloaded almost half a million times from the mac app store. it is now finally available for the mac app store. the release post has been removed. the version from the release post has
failed to start at least one time on macos 10.15 catalina. we have reported the issue upstream but haven't seen any fix yet. qbittorrent v4.4.6 is now released. for windows only this version is released. macos: an appimage is now offered. it uses the latest versions of qt6,

boost, libtorrent, openssl. it is created on ubuntu 20.04 and it should work on any other similarly aged distro. it isn't well tested. also ubuntu 20.04 is dropped from the ppas because it doesn't have the minimum required qt5 version (5.15.2). the appimage should cover any
users left on that version. known issues: for some old linux distros it may not work. if you try to use ubuntu 20.04 (any version) then you may get a warning, asking you to install qbittorrent from the ubuntu or debian repos. the warning isn't very clear (because it was added

recently) and the recommended action (use deb, not apt-get) is not the easiest to perform. 5ec8ef588b
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